2. The axioms can be modelled either by the literal syntax of lambdaterms, identified up to alpha-conversion, or by the set of proper de Bruijn terms.
1. We advocate the old idea of a metatheory of syntax, as in a logical framework.
2. Encode its syntax using untyped lambda-terms.
Substitution and alpha-conversion done right once and for all! Slide 3
Why not use define type? 8k: hom(Con k) = con k8 x: hom(Var x) = var x8 t u: hom(App t u) = app (hom t) (hom u) t u8 x u: hom(Lam x u) = lam (hom u) x u 1. Our first three axioms are fairly standard cf Curry and Feys, Barendregt.
2. Notation:`flags theorems in the HOL system. An axiom is trivially a theorem.
3. We begin with Fv, the function that sends a term to the set of its free variables. It must be included in the axiomatisation in order to state alpha-conversion.
4. We make non-essential use of the HOL types set and string. 2. This is the case most often got wrong in the literature! 3. As usual we can always use the next axiom, alpha-conversion, to rename y so that the substitution can be pushed past the lambda. The clause for abstractions in the iteration axiom may be rewritten to: 2. Given the rewrite, the lam function has access to hom applied to the 'body' of the lambda-abstraction.
3. Reminiscent of higher-order abstract syntax. We have a clear restriction on the HOL functions that can be used with Abs.
4. In practice Lam seems more amenable than Abs, but te latter is needed for instance to derive primitive recursion from iteration.
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An Example using Unique Iteratioǹ 2. The existence part of the theorem says we can define a function hom by structural iteration that satisfies the four equations.
3. The uniqueness part tells us that since the identity function also satisfies the equations, that hom is the identity function.
4. Similar construction used in paper to derive primitive recursion. 6. Sometimes dangling indexes are used to represent free variables, but here we use the dVar constructor instead.
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Deriving Name-carrying Terms from de Bruijn Terms
The set of de Bruijn terms inductively given by the rules
is exactly the set of proper de Bruijn terms.
1. Need to model constants Lam, Fv, and substitution.
2. Constant Fv easily defined by iteration. and, moreover, show that hom is unique.
1. We can define functions by primitive recursion on db but the fourth equation is in the wrong form, because of the substitution expressed by Inst.
2. We express hom as a primitive recursive function if we use Landin's idea of a closure to delay the substitution. which is exactly what was to be proved. 
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Modelling Axiom Five: Abstraction
We model Abs by the following function on de Bruijn terms:
1. The idea is that abs will be supplied with a function of the form y: d dVar y=x] (that is, the body of a lambda-term). It then finds a fresh variable z and reconstructs the original lambda-term by building an alpha-equivalent one by substituting z into the body and abstracting over it using dLam.
2. If f is the body of an abstraction, Y will be finite, so z = 2 dFv Y. 4. Other related work: Talcott (1993) , McKinna and Pollack (1993) .
Bruijn terms in the model to get substitution and alpha-conversion right, but then the whole point of our axioms is to express properties of de Bruijn terms using name-carrying syntax within the logic rather than via some extra-logical interface.
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Summary
We advocate ( )term, HOL type of untyped name-carrying lambda-terms, as a representation of syntax within a theorem-prover.
Type characterised by five axioms-clear advance on Gordon (1994) .
Axioms expressed using name-carrying terms, but modelled using nameless de Bruijn terms.
Work-in-progress on operational semantics of pi-calculus.
1. In HOL community, such representation known as deep embedding.
2. Nipkow recently performed CR proofs in Isabelle using de Bruijn representation. For anyone interested in an Isabelle project: try replaying Nipkow's proofs but with our name-carrying representation.
